Hanoi
Experience the Old Quarter’s atmosphere and street life, and tuck into the terrific street food.
✈️ 4 hrs to Halong City

Halong Bay
Gaze over a horizon-filling expanse of seemingly innumerable jungle-topped islets.
✈️ 1¼ hr to Hoi An

Hoi An
Search for souvenirs, hit An Bang beach, take in the My Son ruins and enjoy the cosmopolitan vibe.
🚗 4 hrs to Mui Ne

Ho Chi Minh City
Eat some of the globe’s best cuisine and take a day trip to the Cu Chi Tunnels.
🚗 6 hrs to Ho Chi Minh City

Mui Ne
Rest up by the beach in this tropical idyll, or get stuck into some adrenaline sports.
🚗 4 hrs to Mui Ne